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The root of the evolvement of the shared tax is determined by the hierarchical 
management system of the country in politics and economy. In the present 
mechanisms of tax distribution and taxation, the distribution system in which shared 
tax is the main body is a good choice which is in line with Chinese conditions. But 
many practical problems have arisen because of the low efficiency in the operation of 
shared tax in our country. From the angle of the analysis of the reality that the social 
welfare decreases because the tax department chooses the taxes according to its 
preference under the condition that multiple levels of government share multiple taxes 
vertically and taxpayers choose the districts according to their preferences in the taxes 
and horizontal shared tax mechanisms lack in some districts. This paper explores the 
root of the problems and tries to find the solutions to the problems by using graphs 
and models. After researching the shared tax and making use of foreign experience, 
the paper, from four aspects, provides the solutions that can perfect the shared tax 
operation mechanism and increase the efficiency of shared tax and concludes the 
principles which the shared tax should follow in distribution and disposition. The four 
aspects are the perfection of the shared system, the innovation of vertical shared tax 
among different government levels, the establishment of horizontal shared tax in the 
same government level in different districts and the optimization of specific taxes in 
shared tax. As the main body of tax distribution in China, shared tax should play a 
role in the pledge of the match between government powers and finance, coordinate 
the development of different district and equalize the financial distribution. Our 
government can increase the quality and efficiency of financial operation through 
some effective measures that are the following: first, perfect and establish shared tax 
system; second, optimize the financial distribution system whose main body is 
distribution of tax with the supplement of redistribution of finance (transfer payment); 
third, reduce the pressure of financial redistribution and the links in the operation of 
fund; fourth, cut down the cost of finance operation, increase the efficiency of tax 















distribution in our country can be promoted by the establishment and perfection of the 
shared tax. Therefore, it is very essential to carry out a deep research about the 
operation mechanisms of shared tax in our country. 
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